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The proposed legislation may result in an indeterminable decrease in state general fund expenditures.  Present law provides
that any offender, except when incarcerated for first or second degree murder, may be considered by the committee on
parole for medical parole unless the offender is sentenced to death or has a contagious disease.  Proposed law removes the
disqualification of having a contagious disease from eligibility for consideration of medical parole.  Proposed law also removes
the “danger to himself or others” element from the definition of permanently disabled offender and “terminally ill offender”
and adds to the definition of “terminally ill” to mean a life expectancy of less than one year due to an underlying medical
condition.  For each offender that is released on parole, the state would recognize a savings of $21.85 per day ($24.39 per
day, per offender - $2.54 per day per offender supervision) or $7,975 annually for those in local facilities and $49.97 ($52.51
per day, per offender - $2.54 per day per offender supervision) or $18,239 annually for those in a state correctional facility.

According to the Department of Corrections, there are approximately 30 offenders that are eligible for medical parole.

Savings are more likely to be incurred for offenders housed at the local level due to state facilities backfilling beds in a more
timely manner.  Any savings may also be reduced by recidivism.

Present law provides that the decision to grant parole rests solely with the committee on parole.  Proposed law retains present law.
Present law provides that any inmate, except when incarcerated for first and second degree murder, may be considered by the committee
on parole for medical parole unless the inmate is sentenced to death or has a contagious disease.  Proposed law removes the
disqualification of having a contagious disease from eligibility for consideration of medical parole.  Present law contains criteria for
consideration involving inmates who are permanently incapacitated or terminally ill.  Proposed law adds the definition of “terminally ill” to
mean a life expectancy of less than one year due to an underlying medical condition.  No inmate shall be recommended for medical parole
by the department until full consideration has been given to the inmate’s crime and criminal history, length of time served in custody,
institutional conduct, an indication that the inmate represents a low risk to himself or society, and a medical assessment of the inmate’s
medical condition.  The committee on parole shall determine the risk to public safety and shall grant medical parole only after determining
the inmate does not pose a threat to public safety.

The proposed legislation may result in an increase in self-generated revenue. For each offender that is released to parole at
an earlier date, the Department of Corrections could collect up to $63 per month from each offender under parole 
supervision.  It should be noted that the maximum amount paid per month is $63 and the offender’s ability and amount he is
required to pay is determined by the Board of Parole.
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